Since the new system of Government-Subsidized Student's Loan (GSSL) was in function, each provincial government need to pay interest in finance and risk compensation fund. So it is inevitably for them to ask for the finance transfer payment from the central government. In this article, the author analyzes theoretically the finance transfer payment of GSSL, on the basis of this work, he takes foreign experiences as reference, designs the proposal on the finance transfer payment of GSSL combining our national conditions, then makes imitative operation and result analysis by using concrete data.
Introduction
Generally speaking, finance transfer payment is a kind of financial allowance that is given by superior government to the subordinated for special use when there is an indentation on financial capability as the subordinated governments provide public services or to-be public services. According to the requirement of the new mechanism 1of GSSL in China2, the loan interest that the college students should pay is fully paid by finance, and the policy of risk compensation fund need to consider the issue of finance transfer payment. It is meaningful for theoretical research and reality to promote the optimization of the assistance system for poor college students.
The theoretical basement for the finance transfer payment on GSSL
Sound institutional arrangement can improve the polarization of the poor and the rich, at least the situation won't get worse. Institutional arrangement is a kind of way to dispose resources. The advantaged group who possesses the power to dispose resources is always inclined to control the flow of resources. Such cases happen not only among different communities in one country, but also among governments on various levels because the power of matter and the one of finance are not united. Speaking from the meaning, the finance transfer payment can be regarded as a technical issue for allotting the financial resources of higher education, and should be considered the humanism concern on the layer of value as well. Actually, it is also a kind of institutional innovation for the sustainable development of higher education in China.
Finance transfer payment is an effective measure to ease the unbalance between the central and local finance on the issue of student loans
After many changes on policies, GSSL of China has gotten more and more perfect. It can solve the problem of bank distributing the loan basically. However, the central government doesn't make concrete regulation on how to compensate those provinces and cities that indeed have difficulty in paying interest and risk compensation fund for student loans with proper financial policy. There is some vague one that central finance and local one takes the responsibility to pay for the interest and risk compensation fund of student loans in colleges subordinated to the central government and local government respectively. The problem is, many local finances have become the one just for living since the reform on the system of tax distribution in 1994. As a result, their will and capability to give financial support to the student loans are discounted. In2007, for example, the amount of the capital paid by finance on various levels for the interest of student loans and risk compensation fund added up to 1.35 billion RMB from academic year of 2006 to 2007. But the fund paid by the central finance for interest was only 95 million RMB and the risk compensation fund 66 million RMB. The other 1.189 billion Yuan was paid by local finance. If there is no corresponding finance transfer payment, the unbalanced situation will probably get worse.
Finance transfer payment is the operative way for the central government to promote the capitalization of talent current by student loans
According to human capital theory, the human capital effect of the student loans supported by local finance should be restricted locally. The cost of its exterior economic effect should be compensated from the outside. But the policy of replacing compensation by award we execute is a kind of after-compensation and it is much random and easy to be effected by personal activities. If it isn't changed to be more standard finance transfer payment, the enthusiasm of local government to promote student loans will be discounted greatly and enlarge the gap between acquirement and punctuality of loan for poor college students. And then it will be an obstacle for the balanced development of higher education in China. Therefore, applying finance transfer payment in student loans is not only a process of institutional innovation, but also a process of the capitalization of talent flow. To central government, there is no problem of the asymmetry between the investment body and benefit body. On the contrary, as the human capital saving increases, talent flow brings the effective redeployment to resources. This will enable our country obtain more investment benefit than before.
The central government can intervene the student loans by many means, but all of them have their dead space
For instance, tax is the main means to adjust economy. However, tax lever is hardly useful to student loans because the period from distribution to reimbursement is 10 years. And the policy that student loans were free of business tax many years ago was proved to be a failure. Interest rate is an effective financial lever. While, the social public hasn't acknowledged the fact that Chinese commercial banks are the main bodies in the market effectively yet. Neither interest rate neither makes the self-restriction mechanism to the micro activity bodies of commercial banks come into being nor becomes the lever to lead the supply and need of student loans.
Compared with other ways for adjustment, finance transfer payment is a kind of flexible financial expense. The central government can apply it appropriately and flexibly on the basis of taking both equity and efficiency into consideration. The government invests interest in finance and risk compensation fund to higher education in the form of transfer expense. The investment will be the compensation to the over-flow benefit of student loans and the indirect compensation to the competitive disadvantage of operation banks. This ensures the equally competitive position of micro main bodies and then improves the efficiency of overall financial assistance system.
Foreign experiences on finance transfer payment of student loans
From experiences of foreign countries, finance transfer payment is an important part of student loans proposal. It is related to the finance and higher education system of one country, and restricted by capital and finance market as well.
The United States
The finance transfer payment of student loans in the United States is accomplished by the mode of the top-to-bottom special allowance. The division of the scale of fiscal policy and higher education policy decides that the federal government applies to special appropriation that is allowance to college student loans instead of general transfer payment in common. The special fund federal government gives to states and colleges as student loans must be used for given purpose.
We can make a decision that student loans of the United States benefit from American Federal Financial Support for Education in Family, and the successful development of the plan mainly lies in that the federal government applies finance transfer payment to the student loans skillfully. In 1965, the federal government of the United States started federal loan program for family education. Nevertheless, many commercial banks and other loan organizations that dealt with student loans boycotted the plan till 1970. The chief reason was that the benefit of loan was much lower and the risk was rather greater. After that, federal government enhanced the financial assistance to banks taking responsibility to distribute loans by allowance for interest rate and special allowance, the two means to fulfill finance transfer to encourage commercial banks to distribute Stanford Loan. Allowance for interest rate means that the government paid the interest for students with economic difficulties during the period when they were studying in colleges and that of reimbursement. The federal government even paid special allowance to organizations distributing loans each 3 months to enable them get the lowest return from the market at least and inspire them to distribute loans. The special allowance floated according to the interest rate of 91-day exchequer bill or 3-month commercial note of the United States. The special allowance in 2005 was about 1.34-1.71 percent of loans.
Canada
The special finance transfer payment of student loans in Canada is fulfilled by two means, that is, equal allowance from finance and allowance for fixed program. The former is to make up for the shortcoming of provincial government on the financial capability to student loans. The latter is to supply the difference of fiscal expense besides the seed capital of student loans for all the provinces. The purpose of equal allowance is to enable the provincial governments provide reasonable and comparable services on student loans for residents on the premise that the interest rate level is not higher than the national average one. It's importance also lies in that the federal government can help the poor students living in underdeveloped provinces enjoy equal service on student loans according to different prosperity of different places and the different financial capability of each provincial government to provide service on student loans.
Generally speaking, finance transfer payment is used on student loans in both the United States and Canada. Though the forms are different, there are two advantages. On the one hand, is that utilizing fiscal capital to stimulate capital of banks can make best use of the capital under the promotion of maximum profit, avoid the situation that the efficiency is low if finance invests program directly. And the hidden risk of finance will be reduced and the effect of promotion. On the other hand, there is objective formula to calculate the transfer payment of student loans. That reduces the distortion of resource disposal caused by individual interference greatly and standardizes the educational fiscal activities of government on each level of our country under the condition of market economy strictly.
The proposal designing of finance transfer payment of student loans
Johnstone (2000)pointed out that : higher education should take great effort to build sound system. It can not only make up for the cost effectively but also protect those whose opportunity to study in colleges are threatened by cost sharing.2 Therefore, it's necessary for the government to design a kind of scientific and reasonable, standard and transparent proposal for finance transfer payment of student loans on the premise of fixed target to bring the limited fiscal resource into full play effectively.
The target of the finance transfer payment of student loans
A The target of the finance transfer payment of student loans is to make the capability of each provincial government to give fiscal support to student loans equal and moreover, to promote the equality in higher education effectively. The history of the development of higher education proves that the fairness of student loans won't come true in a country with various capabilities on financial support. The finance transfer payment of student loans is to rectify the unbalance of market with the support of central finance. So all provincial governments are able to provide rather equal opportunity to get the financial assistance for students who are studying in colleges under their control. This will lead to the competition on human capital investment between underdeveloped provinces and developed ones. As a result, the overall efficiency of market to dispose human resources can get increased.
The main body to allot and main acceptor in the finance transfer payment of student loans
According to the principle C.F.Bastable put forward to divide the management right from expenditure of central and local governments, the central government should be in charge of national public products, while the local governments are responsible for local ones.3 The central government is the representative of the overall interests of the country and the general interests of the society, the local governments are on behalf of the interests of parts of the nation and special interests of some regions. Comparatively speaking, local governments are more unreasonable to great extent. They need a rational central government to harmonize and control them. In order to fulfill the goal of making student loans a national benefit, it is necessary for the central government to coordinate the benefit relationship among governments on different levels often, and control the tendency of local governments pursuing the local benefit excessively. Thus, only the central government can be the main body to allot the finance transfer payment of student loans.
During the process of the finance transfer payment of student loans, when the central government is the main body to distribute, the provincial governments are acceptors. For one thing, in the higher education management system in China now, the central government and provincial governments are on two levels of management and have different responsibilities. The provincial governments are mainly responsible for overall planning and coordination under the instruction of central macroscopic policies. The role of provincial governments in the field of higher education will be strengthened gradually and become the most important management authorities of higher education. At present, most colleges in China are subordinated to provincial government. The provincial government will take over colleges subordinated to central departments. Therefore, though the authority of macro-management on higher education belongs to the central government, the power of self-management of provincial governments is still very strong. For the other thing, provincial finance is the leading part in local finance, and the center of central and local finance. The provincial finance occupies the most proportion in the interest for student loans and compensation fund paid to commercial banks.
To make sure the mode for finance transfer payment of student loans
To the finance transfer payment of student loans, what kind of mode should the central government use to achieve the expected goal with least expense? There are three kinds of choices practically: general allowance, symmetrical allowance and special allowance. The conditions for distribution and uses of these modes for transfer payment are various. So, their policy effects are also not the same.
As finance transfer payment is a kind of mechanism to make the right-responsibility and benefit relations among governments harmonious, applying special allowance to transfer payment in student loans is more effective. The reasons lie in the two aspects as follows. One is, special allowance can express the intention of policies of central government on supporting student loans more remarkably, and the effect of allowance is more obviously. The other is, during the process of finance transfer payment of student loans, the central government can decide the amount of transfer payment and how to allot among all provinces around the country. It is more flexible to satisfy the intention of central government to promote student loans.
Imitative calculation on finance transfer payment of student loans

Hypothetical conditions
Hypothesis 1: The finance transfer payment of student loans is a sort of conditional allowance. Its acceptor is provincial government and it can only be used to pay the interest of student loans and risk compensation shouldered by finance to establish a kind of automatic compensation mechanism for central finance to give support to student loans. Theoretically and practically speaking, the sum of fiscal capital for transfer payment should and can be calculated according to relative indexes, and change year by year.
Hypothesis 2: The finance transfer payment of student loans must take the possibility of central fiscal expenditure into consideration and be in accordance with the request of standard allotment relationship. On the relation of equality and efficiency, we should adhere to the principle of giving priority to equality and giving consideration to efficiency at the same time. However, giving the priority to equality doesn't mean to re-distribute financial resources among regions in the form of robbing the rich to help the poor, but a special allowance confirmed according to the principle of transfer payment. Giving consideration to efficiency is not fixed and unchangeable, but to adjust step by step basing on the situation that how student loans is carried out.
Hypothesis 3: The premise of finance transfer payment of student loans is to give subsidy to those who are lack of fund. That's to say, we assume that the expenses of provincial government for interest and risk compensation on student loans are all reasonable, and the capital indentation of higher education focuses on the capital to support to student loans. The hypothesis confirms to the fact. In the past, there was such item in the fiscal expenditure of provincial government on higher education, and the scale was rather small before 2004.
Hypothesis 4: Each province obeys the rule of new mechanism on student loans strictly to allow commercial banks confirmed by bid to distribute student loans according to 20 percent of local full-time college students. The interest rate of loan is 6.12 percent, the responsibility of colleges to shoulder 50 percent of risk compensation fund is cancelled, the risk compensation fund is 15 percent, the highest and totally borne by provincial finance.
Indexes
Index is key to design finance transfer payment proposal for student loans and related to whether the proposal designing is scientific and reasonable or not, it is also related to the cost of transfer payment because unreasonable indexes may cause the institutional leak of proposal, provincial government will take some dishonest activities in order to obtain the extra income. As a result, the institutional cost will be raised. Considering the obtainable data, the data of fiscal income, expenditure and financial situation of higher education of each province around China in Table 1 are all chosen from data of 2006. N is an important index. In addition, the capital for transfer payment of student loans is fiscal capital, so it can also be regarded as national fiscal expenditure on higher education. As a result, in this article, the author introduces i N as the basic index of transfer payment of student loans. Those provinces that are below the lowest standard of the basic index will be given transfer payment as special allowance. The more the differences are, the more the allowance is.
4.4.3 The calculation of how much the finance transfer payment of student loans should be paid As a proposal designing for an institution, it's necessary for us to decide which provincial governments can get the money and how much from the finance transfer payment of student loans. In order to answer the questions, we have to design a basic model and calculate the finance transfer payment of student loans simulative according to the hypothetical conditions. The author carries on the mock calculation by using data of 2007, as Table 2 shows. S =the maximum of applicants for student loans in local full-time colleges=the total number of local full-time college students×20%; i T =the maximum of student loans to local full-time colleges=the maximum of applicants for student loans in local full-time colleges×6000 Yuan for each student; i U =the sum of fiscal interest the local governments should pay for student loans=the maximum of student loans to local full-time colleges i T ×interest of loans(6.12%); i V =the sum of risk compensation the local governments should pay for student loans=the maximum of student loans to local full-time colleges i T ×15%; i W =the sum of fiscal support the local government should pay for student loans= i U + i V ; i X =the order of the sum of fiscal support the local government should pay for student loans i W .
Firstly, to make sure the lowest standard of finance transfers payment of student loans. Taking i N as the basic index of finance transfer payment of student loans. According to Table 2, the central government should carry out finance transfer payment of student loans to the finance of those provinces whose i N / i G are higher than or equal to 8.44. Secondly, to ascertain the average capability of each provincial finance to give fiscal support to student loans. Cost sharing in higher education has been executed in public colleges in China. But, more than 60 percent of fund of per student in most provincial colleges is paid by local finance. As for fiscal interest and risk compensation fund of student loans, for those provinces that need finance transfer payment of student loans, 60 percent of fiscal interest and risk compensation fund should be paid by central finance and provincial governments are responsible for the rest in order that the central government can shoulder more financial responsibility. Thus, we can have the opinion that the average capability of each provincial finance to give fiscal support to student loans is 40 percent; the breach of 60 percent is paid by finance transfer payment of the central government. Considering that Ningxia, Tsinghai, Gansu, Tibet, Yunnan and Guizhou, the 6 provinces are lack of self-fiscal capability 4 seriously; the central government will pay all the transfer payment. At the end, we can obtain the model for finance transfer payment of student loans by the train of thought as above.
By using the model, we put the data of Table 1 and Table 2 into it. Then we can calculate the amount of finance transfer payment of student loans each province can get. The results are in Table 3 . We can see from the result of Table 3 that the central finance should pay 0.7679482 billion Yuan of special allowance for student loans in 2007 according to the proposal for finance transfer payment of student loans we design. Among them, the special allowance to the fiscal interest and risk compensation fund for student loans in Ningxia, Qinghai, Gansu, Tibet, Yunnan and Guizhou 6 provinces was 0.1405325 billion Yuan, the allowance to other provinces in need was 0.6274157 billion Yuan . In these provinces, the transfer payment for student loans in Henan province was the highest, which was 84.6797 million Yuan. The second highest was Anhui province, which was 71.4701 million Yuan. The least one is Tibetan Autonomous Region, which was 3.2947 million Yuan. The result almost reflects the truth of economic situation, higher education and the development of student loans of each province in China.
Conclusion
Somebody call the dilemma on ethic choices of student loans in reality the problem of dirty hands. It means that your hands will get dirty when doing something and it's impossible for you to do nothing. Seeing from all over the world, the government should do something on the matter of student loans. The central government and provincial governments need to continue to give substantial fiscal support to student loans. However, provincial governments may be lack of the capability to solve the problem because of limited resources. It's necessary for the central government to give help to provincial governments by the way of finance transfer payment.
